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ABSTRACT

Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) models convert a written word
into its corresponding pronunciation and are essential compo-
nents in automatic-speech-recognition and text-to-speech sys-
tems. Recently, the use of neural encoder-decoder architec-
tures has substantially improved G2P accuracy for mono- and
multi-lingual cases. However, most multilingual G2P stud-
ies focus on sets of languages that share similar graphemes,
such as European languages. Multilingual G2P for languages
from different writing systems, e.g. European and East Asian,
remains an understudied area. In this work, we propose a
multilingual G2P model with byte-level input representation
to accommodate different grapheme systems, along with an
attention-based Transformer architecture. We evaluate the
performance of both character-level and byte-level G2P using
data from multiple European and East Asian locales. Models
using byte representation yield 16.2%– 50.2% relative word
error rate improvement over character-based counterparts for
mono- and multi-lingual use cases. In addition, byte-level
models are 15.0%–20.1% smaller in size. Our results show
that byte is an efficient representation for multilingual G2P
with languages having large grapheme vocabularies.

Index Terms— Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P), multilin-
gual, end-to-end models, byte representation, pronunciation
generation

1. INTRODUCTION

Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) is a process that converts a
sequence of graphemes into a corresponding sequence of
phonemes. Typically, a G2P model is responsible of gener-
ating the pronunciation for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words
given their written forms. An obvious application of G2P
is traditional Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system,
which uses decoding graph that might leverage on word lexi-
cons. Another example is Text-to-Speech (TTS) for which an
OOV word’s pronunciation is required to generate responses.

Previous studies have proposed rule-based models that map
each grapheme into its corresponding phoneme [1, 2]. Such
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approaches require handcrafted rules written by experts with
knowledge of the target language. Alternatively, researchers
have also considered statistical models based on conditional
probability, such as joint n-gram methods [3, 4]. This ap-
proach takes into account the input history, i.e. previous
graphemes, so that it is fully contextualized and data-driven.
The main drawback is the requirement for explicit alignment
between graphemes and phonemes.

Recently, architectures based on Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) and encoder-decoder have been intro-
duced to allow sequence-level G2P conversion without align-
ment [5, 6]. In particular, considerable performance improve-
ments were reported for neural networks using sequence-to-
sequence architectures [7, 8]. The intuition is that G2P is
similar to a translation system, in which the source and tar-
get languages are the graphemes and phonemes, respectively.
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), which takes into account
the full history of the graphemes, has been applied for this
task. In this work, we instead adopt the Transformer [9] as
the neural architecture for our G2P model. The Transformer
is an attention-based neural model that outperforms recur-
rent/LSTM counterparts for various machine learning appli-
cations, notably machine translation. In [10], Transformer-
based G2P is also observed to achieve better performance
than recurrent/LSTM encoder-decoder. Another advantage of
the Transformer-based model is the ability for parallel train-
ing, leading to significantly less learning time.

Monolingual G2P, in which the model predicts the
phonemes for graphemes from one language only, has been
studied extensively in the literature [3, 11, 12]. Recent ad-
vances of deep learning, described above, have enabled more
investigations on multilingual G2P, which incorporates multi-
ple languages into one model [1, 2, 6]. The benefits of a multi-
lingual model are two-fold. Firstly, it enables the implementa-
tion of multilingual end-to-end ASR and TTS, of which G2P
is an integral part. Secondly, it is capable of leveraging the
shared knowledge between languages under the same pronun-
ciation system. For example, the phonemes of an unknown
English word could be approximately estimated based on the
word’s pronunciation in a German dataset. This mainly bene-
fits low-resource languages with limited/small data [6, 13].

A majority of research studies has been focused on mul-



tilingual G2P for European languages, which have a small
number of (mostly similar) graphemes. There are much fewer
studies on multilingual model for different language systems,
such as European and East Asian ones. One of the challenges
for constructing such neural multilingual G2P is the model
vocabulary size. Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (so-called
CJK group) have tens of thousands of distinct graphemes that
vary in writing and pronunciation [14]. Due to a large number
of graphemes, the model faces label sparsity issue. More im-
portantly, the sheer size of CJK vocabulary dominates that of
European languages, reducing performance for both groups.

To address the aforementioned issues, we introduce a novel
input representation for multilingual neural G2P which lever-
ages on bytes. The byte-level representation has been ex-
plored in other multilingual tasks such as part-of-speech
tagging, name-entity-recognition [15], and speech-to-speech
conversion [16]. An attractive feature for byte representa-
tion is the small vocabulary size compared to that of conven-
tional character representation. Using Unicode encoding [14],
each character can be converted into a unique sequence of, ei-
ther one or multiple, bytes. For example, most of English
graphemes can be represented by one byte, whereas those of
CJK often need three bytes. Nevertheless, the cardinality of
the byte set is 256. A multilingual neural G2P using bytes
thus has a vocabulary size constrained to 256, regardless of
the incorporated languages.

In this paper, we propose a multilingual neural G2P model
using bytes as the input representation, combined with a
Transformer-based architecture. We consider three European
languages, i.e. English, French, Spanish, and two East Asian
ones, namely Chinese and Japanese, that have extensive num-
bers of graphemes. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is one of the first to investigate different language systems for
multilingual G2P using a neural network architecture. Com-
paring with character-level models, we observe a significant
performance improvement for byte-level models under both
mono- and multi-lingual G2P tasks. Furthermore, as de-
scribed above, a model with byte representation has a smaller
vocabulary size and model footprint.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH

2.1. Byte-Level Representation

The byte representation of a character is generated based on
its UTF-8 encoding [14]. For English, French and Spanish,
byte and character representations result in mostly similar in-
put vocabularies, as one byte is able to represent one character
in the lexicons. However, East Asian languages like Chinese
and Japanese require multiple bytes per character. Please re-
fer to Table 1 for examples. Using bytes as the input represen-
tation for G2P models is beneficial mainly from two points.

• Smaller vocabulary size: European languages are
phonographic, in which each grapheme set has a small

Table 1: Byte representation for English and Chinese words

h, e, l, l, o 0x68, 0x65, 0x6c, 0x6c, 0x6f
你,好 0xe4 0xbd 0xa0, 0xe5 0xa5 0xbd

cardinality. For example, English and French have 26
and 46 distinct characters, respectively. However, some
Asian languages, especially CJK, follow logographic
writing systems. In this case, each character has a unique
pronunciation and meaning. The number of characters in
each of CJK languages is significantly larger than all Eu-
ropean alphabets. For example, Chinese has over 50000
characters, and even the number of frequently occurring
Chinese characters exceeds 3000 [14]. East Asian lan-
guages like CJK, therefore, result in sparser datasets and
more training parameters for G2P. Under multilingual
character-based G2P systems for European and CJK lan-
guages, the problem is especially severe as 95–99% of
the model vocabulary will come from CJK, which fur-
thermore have much less training samples than European
languages. Using byte representation efficiently solves
this problem, as each character is decomposed into a se-
ries of bytes. The byte-level vocabulary cardinality is
constrained to be equal to or smaller than 256. Byte rep-
resentation thus reduces vocabulary sparsity which im-
proves the model accuracy.

• Knowledge sharing: The byte representation for each
character is defined by groups of experts under the Uni-
code consortium. It is a rigorous process with the pur-
pose of creating a concise and versatile character en-
coding standard [14]. Due to experts’ assessment, the
byte representation for a character contains certain in-
tuitions on how the character is written or pronounced.
For CJK, characters having similar written forms or pro-
nunciations are indexed close to each others in Unicode,
e.g. Japanese characters with the same vowel or Chi-
nese characters with an identical radical. To illustrate
this point, consider the Japanese Hiragana 3072 (ひ),
3073(び), 3074(ぴ) under UTF-8 [14]. They contain the
same vowel “i” with consonants “h”,“b”, and“p”, respec-
tively, and their byte representations are [0x-e3, 0x-81,
0x-b2/b3/b4]. Another example is the Chinese Han char-
acters with indexes from 4F10 (伐) to 4F19(伙). They
share the radical “人” and the first two bytes [0x-e4, 0x-
bc, ...] in their encodings. This property of the Unicode
might improve the knowledge sharing between charac-
ters, especially CJK ones, that helps the neural embed-
ding to capture more information. In contrast, there is no
such knowledge sharing for character representation.

2.2. Language Index

Note that European languages share most of the alphabets, as
do Japanese Kanji and Chinese. The same grapheme, there-



Fig. 1: Neural G2P model with Transformer architecture and char-
acter or byte input representation. Here, Encoder and Decoder Layer
2 have the same structures as those in Layer 1, respectively.

fore, could appear in various languages with different corre-
sponding phonemes. For example, the grapheme “y” is pro-
nounced as “i g R E k” and “w aI” in French and English,
respectively. In order to address the variation of phonemes in
different languages, we concatenate a language index to the
end of each input grapheme sequence. Please refer to Fig. 1
for an illustration.

2.3. Model Architecture

We utilize a Transformer-based architecture with 2 layers for
both encoder and decoder, following closely the original setup
in [9]. Each of the self-attention mechanism contains 8 heads,
and the last component inside each of the decoder layer has
time step masked to prevent leaking future information to
the decoder. Furthermore, the input positional embedding
layer is trainable without tied weights [17] since the input
and output tokens are very different. Each model is trained
with a dropout of 0.15 and cross-entropy loss function. Fig.
1 shows our model architecture. Each input is a sequence
of graphemes, represented by either characters or bytes, fol-
lowed by a language index. The reference for a word is its
pronunciation annotated under X-Sampa standard. In this
work, we apply a train/dev/test data split of 70%/15%/15%.

2.4. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the model performance, we use Phoneme Error
Rate (PER) and Word Error Rate (WER), defined in Eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively. Here, ref and hyp are the reference and
hypothesis predicted by the G2P model. MED(ref, hyp)
represents the minimum edit (Levenshtein) distance between

Table 2: Performance of monolingual models, in which there
are 320 hidden units in each layer of the Transformer

Character-Level Byte-Level

PER(%) WER(%) # params PER(%) WER(%) # params

English 5.25 19.89 3.4M 5.25 19.89 3.4M
French 6.24 23.67 3.4M 5.77 22.05 3.4M
Spanish 1.31 6.79 3.4M 1.22 6.53 3.4M
Japanese 5.60 12.46 4.0M 5.52 11.87 3.4M
Chinese 2.16 9.44 4.3M 1.07 5.71 3.4M

the reference and hypothesis. Finally, |ref |, |E|, and |N | de-
note the length of reference, the number of wrongly predicted
pronunciations, and the total number of reference tokens, in
corresponding order. For each word, each G2P model only
generates one best hypothesis. Since each word might have
several pronunciations, the best hypothesis is compared with
all possible correct references. The reference that has the
shortest minimum edit distance to the hypothesis is selected
as the correct ground-truth for calculating PER/WER.

PER =
MED(ref, hyp)

|ref |
(1)

WER =
|E|
|N |

(2)

3. DATASET

Here we utilize a human-transcribed subset from Amazon that
consists of 5 languages: English, French, Spanish, Japanese,
and Chinese. Lexicons are collected across different locales
for the same language. For example, en-US represents En-
gilsh spoken in the United States. Each token is transcribed
into its pronunciation using X-Sampa phone set. Tokens
with rare or very long graphemes/phonemes are considered
as noise, and are removed according to predefined thresholds.
In particular, a grapheme or phoneme will be filtered if it ap-
pears less than 50 times for European languages and 10 times
for East Asian counterparts, respectively. Furthermore, a to-
ken contains more than 30 graphemes or phonemes will be
removed. After filtering, there are approximately 10 million
graphemes-phonemes pairs, of which languages with high-
est (English) and lowest (Japanese) resource contribute 30%
and 8% to the whole set, respectively. Note that each word
may have multiple pronunciations even in the same language.
For example, the word “dog” may be pronounced as “d A g”
and “d @U g” in English. We include all variations and use
all of them as the references in the evaluation (see Section
2.4). Similar to [6], we leverage on block sampling for all
languages so that consecutive words under alphabetical sort-
ing are allocated into the same training, validation, or testing
partition.



Table 3: Comparisons of multilingual models with character and byte input representation. Here Model A and B are character-
based G2P with 4.7M and 3.5M parameters, respectively, whereas Model C is a 3.5M-parameter, byte-level counterpart. In each
layer of the encoder and decoder, the numbers of hidden units in Model A, B, and C are 320, 288, and 320, correspondingly.

Character – 4.7M – Model (A) Character – 3.5M – Model (B) Byte – 3.5M – Model (C)

PER(%) WER(%) PER(%) WER(%) PER(%) WER(%)

English 5.99 23.45 6.23 23.66 5.89 22.46
French 6.15 22.68 6.62 23.35 5.97 22.83
Spanish 1.57 6.75 1.90 6.95 1.18 6.38
Japanese 5.82 15.63 6.19 16.34 5.58 12.98
Chinese 7.14 29.13 7.17 29.41 1.34 6.04

All 4.94 19.28 5.23 19.64 4.03 16.14

4. RESULTS

4.1. Monolingual Models

We first train and evaluate monolingual models for each lan-
guage, which consists of multiple locales. Table 2 compares
the performance of character-level and byte-level models in
terms of PER and WER. Since each character in English is
designated by exactly one byte, the byte-level representation
is identical to the character counterpart, leading to similar er-
ror rates. Interestingly, French and Spanish G2P show some
improvement when moving from character to byte-level in-
put. This might be because their alphabets contain multi-byte
characters, such as “ñ” and “à”. The most noticeable improve-
ments are observed for Chinese G2P with 50.2% WER and
39.4% PER relative reductions, respectively.

It is worth to note that byte representation also results into
smaller model footprint. Specifically, Japanese and Chinese
byte-level models have 15.0% and 20.1% less number of pa-
rameters than those of character-level. The primary reason,
as discussed in Section 2.1, is the compact vocabulary space
with a maximum cardinality of 256 symbols due to byte-
level representation, given the UTF-8 encoding [14]. There
is no significant difference in training time for character- and
byte-level G2P models in Sockeye [18] when using Amazon
Web Services (AWS) p3.16xlarge Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) instance. To summarize, the byte-level model already
shows advantages under monolingual regime. The benefits of
byte representation will be more transparent under multilin-
gual G2P, described in the next section.

4.2. Multilingual Models

We trained multilingual G2P models using data from Euro-
pean and East Asian languages. Table 3 presents the results
under different setups. Given the same 320 hidden units
in each Transformer layer, byte-level Model C has a bet-
ter performance compared to character-level Model A across
all languages. Overall PER and WER decrease by 18.24%

and 16.27% correspondingly. In particular, East Asian lan-
guages show more improvement than European counterparts,
with Chinese and Japanese achieving a relative WER reduc-
tion of 79.2% and 16.9%, respectively. The difference
in relative performance might be attributed to two reasons.
Firstly, European languages already achieve very good per-
formance via character-level G2Ps, making it a hard baseline
to beat. Secondly, as described in Section 2.1, Chinese and
Japanese languages have large vocabularies and thus benefit
more from byte representation due to the reduced vocabulary
size, as well as the knowledge sharing between characters un-
der byte form. Note that Model A has more parameters than
Model C. With the same number of hidden units, using bytes
as the input representation helps reducing the model size by
25.53% relatively. For a fair evaluation, we also study another
character-level G2P model (Model B) which has approxi-
mately equal number of parameters to Model C. We achieve
that by decreasing the number of hidden units from 320 for
Model A to 288 for Model B. As expected, the performance
of Model B is worse than that of Model A and Model C, thus
further justifying our approach.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We propose a neural G2P model with byte-level input rep-
resentation and Transformer-based architecture. Byte-level
input representation restricts the model vocabulary, leading
to a smaller footprint. It further enables the incorporation of
multiple languages without increasing the complexity of the
model. Using data from English, French, Spanish, Chinese,
and Japanese lexicons, we construct mono- and multi-lingual
neural G2P models at character- and byte-level. Our results
show that byte-level models outperform character-level coun-
terparts in terms of PER and WER under both mono- and
multi-lingual cases. In the future, we intend to investigate
how bytes-level representation reinforces knowledge sharing
and improves model accuracy, and to evaluate byte-level G2P
on public datasets when they are made available.
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